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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] This disclosure relates generally to equipment
utilized and operations performed in conjunction with
subterranean wells and, in one example described be-
low, more particularly provides a multiple zone integrated
intelligent well completion.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Where multiple zones are to be produced (or
injected) in a subterranean well, it can be difficult to de-
termine how fluids communicate between an earth for-
mation and a completion string in the well. This can be
particularly difficult where the fluids produced from the
multiple zones are commingled in the completion string,
or where the same fluid is injected from the well into the
multiple zones.
[0003] Therefore, it will be appreciated that improve-
ments are continually needed in the arts of constructing
and operating well completion systems.
[0004] US2009/288838A1 discloses a system for in-
stallation in a wellbore which includes a flow control de-
vice and a control unit coupled to the flow control device.

SUMMARY

[0005] In this disclosure, systems and methods are
provided which bring improvements to the arts of con-
structing and operating well completion systems. One
example is described below in which a variable flow re-
stricting device is configured to receive fluid which flows
through a well screen. Another example is described be-
low in which an optical waveguide is positioned external
to a completion string, and one or more pressure sensors
sense pressure internal and/or external to the completion
string.
[0006] A system for use with a subterranean well hav-
ing multiple earth formation zones is provided to the art
by the disclosure below. In one example, the system can
include multiple well screens which filter fluid flowing be-
tween a completion string in the well and respective ones
of the multiple zones, at least one optical waveguide
which senses at least one property of the fluid as it flows
between the completion string and at least one of the
zones, multiple flow control devices which variably re-
strict flow of the fluid through respective ones of the mul-
tiple well screens, and multiple pressure sensors which
sense pressure of the fluid which flows through respec-
tive ones of the multiple well screens.
[0007] A completion string for use in a subterranean
well is also described below. In one example, the com-
pletion string can include at least one well screen, at least
one flow control device which selectively prevents and
permits substantially unrestricted flow through the well
screen, and at least one other flow control device which

is remotely operable, and which variably restricts flow
through the well screen.
[0008] Also described below is a method of operating
a completion string in a subterranean well. In one exam-
ple, the method comprises: a) closing all of multiple flow
control devices connected in the completion string, the
completion string including multiple well screens which
filter fluid flowing between the completion string and re-
spective ones of multiple earth formation zones, at least
one optical waveguide which senses at least one prop-
erty of the fluid as it flows between the completion string
and at least one of the zones, the multiple flow control
devices which variably restrict flow of the fluid through
respective ones of the multiple well screens, and multiple
pressure sensors which sense pressure of the fluid which
flows through respective ones of the multiple well
screens; b) at least partially opening a selected one of
the flow control devices; and c) measuring a change in
the property sensed by the optical waveguide and a
change in the pressure of the fluid as a result of the open-
ing of the selected one of the flow control devices.
[0009] These and other features, advantages and ben-
efits will become apparent to one of ordinary skill in the
art upon careful consideration of the detailed description
of representative embodiments of the disclosure herein-
below and the accompanying drawings, in which similar
elements are indicated in the various figures using the
same reference numbers.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0010]

FIG. 1 is a representative partially cross-sectional
view of a well system and associated method which
can embody principles of this disclosure.

FIGS. 2A-C are representative cross-sectional views
of successive longitudinal sections of a completion
string which may be used in the well system and
method of FIG. 1, and which can embody principles
of this disclosure.

FIG. 3 is a representative cross-sectional view of a
section of the completion string, with fluid flowing
from an earth formation into the completion string.

FIG. 4 is a representative elevational view of another
section of the completion string.

FIG. 5 is a representative cross-sectional view of an-
other example of the well system and method.

FIG. 6 is a representative cross-sectional view of a
flow control device which may be used in the well
system and method.

FIG. 7 is a representative cross-sectional view of a
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wet connection which may be used in the well system
and method.

FIG. 8 is a representative cross-sectional view of an
expansion joint which may be used in the well system
and method.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0011] Representatively illustrated in FIG. 1 is a well
completion system 10 and associated method which can
embody principles of this disclosure. However, it should
be clearly understood that the system 10 and method are
merely one example of an application of the principles of
this disclosure in practice, and a wide variety of other
examples are possible. Therefore, the scope of this dis-
closure is not limited at all to the details of the system 10
and method described herein and/or depicted in the
drawings.
[0012] In the FIG. 1 example, a completion string 12
has been installed in a wellbore 14 lined with casing 16
and cement 18. In other examples, the wellbore 14 could
be at least partially uncased or open hole.
[0013] The completion string 12 includes multiple sets
20 of completion equipment. In some examples, all of
the sets 20 of completion equipment can be conveyed
into the well at the same time, and gravel 22 can be placed
about well screens 24 included in the completion equip-
ment, all in a single trip into the wellbore 14.
[0014] For example, a system and technique which can
be used for installing multiple sets of completion equip-
ment and gravel packing about well screens of the com-
pletion equipment is marketed by Halliburton Energy
Services, Inc. of Houston, Texas USA as the EN-
HANCED SINGLE TRIP MULTIZONE (TM) system, or
ESTMZ (TM). However, other systems and techniques
may be used, without departing from the principles of this
disclosure.
[0015] Packers 26 are used to isolate multiple earth
formation zones 28 from each other in the wellbore 14.
The packers 26 seal off an annulus 30 formed radially
between the completion string 12 and the wellbore 14.
[0016] Also included in each set 20 of completion
equipment is a flow control device 32 and a hydraulic
control device 34 which controls hydraulic actuation of
the flow control device. A suitable flow control device,
which can variably restrict flow into or out of the comple-
tion string 12, is the infinitely variable interval control
valve IV-ICV(TM) marketed by Halliburton Energy Serv-
ices, Inc. A suitable hydraulic control device for control-
ling hydraulic actuation of the IV-ICV(TM) is the surface
controlled reservoir analysis and management system,
or SCRAMS(TM), which is also marketed by Halliburton
Energy Services.
[0017] In each completion equipment set 20, a pres-
sure sensor 36 is included for sensing pressure internal
and/or external to the completion string 12. The pressure
sensor 36 could be provided as part of the hydraulic con-

trol device 34 (such as, part of the SCRAMS(TM) device),
or a separate pressure sensor may be used. If a separate
pressure sensor 36 is used, a suitable sensor is the
ROC(TM) pressure sensor marketed by Halliburton En-
ergy Services, Inc.
[0018] After the gravel packing operation is completed,
a gravel packing work string and service tool (not shown)
used to convey the completion string 12 into the well is
retrieved, and a production string 38 is lowered into the
wellbore 14 and stabbed into the completion string 12.
The production string 38 in this example includes seals
40 for sealingly engaging a seal bore 42 in an uppermost
one of the packers 26, an expansion joint 44 for conven-
ient spacing out to a tubing hanger in a wellhead (not
shown), and a packer 46.
[0019] The expansion joint 44 may be similar to a Long
Space Out Travel Joint, or LSOTJ(TM), marketed by Hal-
liburton Energy Services, Inc., except that provision is
made for extending the lines 48 across the expansion
joint. Preferably, the seals 40 are stabbed into the seal
bore 42, and then the expansion joint 44 is actuated to
allow it to compress, so that proper spacing out is
achieved for landing a wellhead above. The packer 46
is then set, for example, by applying pressure to one of
the hydraulic lines 48.
[0020] When the production string 38 is landed in the
completion string 12, a wet connection is made between
lines 48 carried on the production string and lines 50 car-
ried on the completion string. Preferably, the lines 48, 50
each include one or more electrical, hydraulic and optical
lines (e.g., at least one optical waveguide, such as, an
optical fiber, optical ribbon, etc.). An example of such a
wet connection is depicted in FIG. 7, and is described
more fully below.
[0021] In the FIG. 1 example, the lines 48, 50 are de-
picted as being external to the production string 38 and
completion string 12, respectively, but in other examples
all or part of the lines could be positioned internal to the
production and/or completion string, or in a wall of the
production and/or completion string. The scope of this
disclosure is not limited to any particular locations of the
lines 48, 50.
[0022] Preferably, the optical waveguide(s) is/are ex-
ternal to the completion string 12 (for example, between
the well screens 24 and the wellbore 14), so that prop-
erties of fluid 52 which flows between the zones 28 and
the interior of the completion string 12 can be readily
detected by the optical waveguide(s). In other examples,
the optical waveguide could be positioned in a wall of the
casing 16, external to the casing, in the cement 18, etc.
[0023] Preferably, the optical waveguide is capable of
sensing temperature and/or pressure of the fluid 52. For
example, the optical waveguide may be part of a distrib-
uted temperature sensing (DTS) system which detects
Rayleigh backscattering in the optical waveguide as an
indication of temperature along the waveguide. For pres-
sure sensing, the optical waveguide could be equipped
with fiber Bragg gratings and/or Brillouin backscattering
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in the optical waveguide could be detected as an indica-
tion of strain (resulting from pressure) along the optical
waveguide. However, the scope of this disclosure is not
limited to any particular technique for sensing any par-
ticular property of the fluid 52.
[0024] The fluid 52 is depicted in FIG. 1 as flowing from
the zones 28 into the completion string 12, as in a pro-
duction operation. However, the principles of this disclo-
sure are also applicable to situations (such as, acidizing,
fracturing, other stimulation operations, conformance or
other injection operations, etc.), in which the fluid 52 is
injected from the completion string 12 into one or more
of the zones 28.
[0025] In one method, all of the flow control devices 32
can be closed, to thereby prevent flow of the fluid 52
through all of the screens 24, and then one of the flow
control devices can be opened to allow the fluid to flow
through a corresponding one of the screens. In this man-
ner, the properties of the fluid 52 which flows between
the respective zone 28 and through the respective well
screen 24 can be individually detected by the optical
waveguide. The pressure sensors 36 can meanwhile de-
tect internal and/or external pressures longitudinally dis-
tributed along the completion string 12, and this will pro-
vide an operator with significant information on how and
where the fluid 52 flows between the zones 28 and the
interior of the completion string.
[0026] This process can be repeated for each of the
zones 28 and/or each of the sets 20 of completion equip-
ment, so that the fluid 52 characteristics and flow paths
can be accurately modeled along the completion string
12. Water or gas encroachment, water or steam flood
fronts, etc., in individual zones 28 can also be detected
using this process.
[0027] Referring additionally now to FIGS. 2A-C, an
example of one longitudinal section of the completion
string 12 is representatively illustrated. The illustrated
section depicts how flow through the well screens 24 can
be controlled effectively using the flow control devices
32. The section shown in FIGS. 2A-C may be used in the
system 10 and completion string 12 of FIG. 1, or it may
be used in other systems and/or completion strings.
[0028] In the FIGS. 2A-C example, three of the flow
control devices 32 are used to variably restrict flow
through six of the well screens 24. This demonstrates
that any number of flow control devices 32 and any
number of well screens 24 may be used to control flow
of the fluid 52 between a corresponding one of the zones
28 and the completion string 12. The scope of this dis-
closure is not limited to any particular number or combi-
nation of the various components of the completion string
12.
[0029] Another flow control device 54 (such as, a me-
chanically actuated sliding sleeve-type valve, etc.) may
be used to selectively permit and prevent substantially
unrestricted flow through the well screens 24. For exam-
ple, during gravel packing operations, it may be desired
to allow unrestricted flow through the well screens 24,

for circulation of slurry fluid back to the earth’s surface.
In fracturing or other stimulation operations, the flow con-
trol device 54 can be closed to thereby prevent flow
through the screens 24, so that sufficient pressure can
be applied external to the screens to force fluid outward
into the corresponding zone 28.
[0030] An upper one of the hydraulic control devices
34 is used to control operation of an upper one of the
flow control devices 32 (FIG. 2A), and to control an in-
termediate one of the flow control devices (FIG. 2B). A
lower one of the hydraulic control devices 34 is used to
control actuation of a lower one of the flow control devices
32 (FIG. 2C).
[0031] If the SCRAMS (TM) device mentioned above
is used for the hydraulic control devices 34, signals trans-
mitted via the electrical lines 50 are used to control ap-
plication of hydraulic pressure from the hydraulic lines to
a selected one of the flow control devices 32. Thus, the
flow control devices 32 can be individually actuated using
the hydraulic control devices 34.
[0032] In FIG. 2A, it may be seen that an inner tubular
60 is secured to an outer tubular 94 (for example, by
means of threads, etc.), so that the inner tubular 60 can
be used to support a weight of a remainder of the com-
pletion string 12 below.
[0033] Referring additionally now to FIG. 3, an example
of how the flow control device 32 can be used to control
flow of the fluid 52 through the well screen 24 is repre-
sentatively illustrated. In this view, it may be seen that
the fluid 52 enters the well screen 24 and flows into an
annular area 56 formed radially between a perforated
base pipe 58 of the well screen and an inner tubular 60.
The fluid 52 flows through the annular area 56 to the flow
control device 32, which is contained within an outer tu-
bular shroud 62.
[0034] The flow control device 32 variably restricts the
flow of the fluid 52 from the annular area 56 to a flow
passage 64 extending longitudinally through the comple-
tion string 12. Such variable restriction may be used to
balance production from the multiple zones 28, to prevent
water or gas coning, etc. Of course, if the fluid 52 is in-
jected into the zones 28, the variable restriction may be
used to control a shape or extent of a water or steam
flood front in the various zones, etc.
[0035] Referring additionally now to FIG. 4, a manner
in which the lines 50 may be routed through the comple-
tion string 12 is representatively illustrated. In this view,
the shroud 62 is removed, so that the lines 50 extending
from one of the flow control devices 32 (such as, the
intermediate flow control device depicted in FIG. 2B) to
a well screen 24 below the flow control device may be
seen.
[0036] The lines 50 extend from a connector 66 on the
flow control device 32 to an end connection 68 of the well
screen 24, wherein the lines are routed to another con-
nector 70 for extending the lines further down the com-
pletion string 12. The end connection 68 may be provided
with flow passages (not shown) to allow the fluid 52 to
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flow longitudinally through the end connection from the
well screen 24 to the flow control device 32 via the annular
area 56. Casting the end connection 68 can allow for
forming complex flow passage and conduit shapes in the
end connection, but other means of fabricating the end
connection may be used, if desired.
[0037] Referring additionally now to FIG. 5, another
example of the completion system 10 and completion
string 12 is representatively illustrated. In this example,
the set 20 of completion equipment includes only one
each of the well screen 24, flow control device 32, hy-
draulic control device 34 and flow control device 54. How-
ever, as mentioned above, any number or combination
of components may be used, in keeping with the scope
of this disclosure.
[0038] One difference in the FIG. 5 example is that the
flow control device 54 and at least a portion of the flow
control device 32 are positioned within the well screen
24. This can provide a more longitudinally compact con-
figuration, and eliminate use of the shroud 62. Thus, it
will be appreciated that the scope of this disclosure is not
limited to any particular configuration or arrangement of
the components of the completion string 12.
[0039] In addition, it can be seen in FIG. 5 that the
hydraulic control device 34 can include the pressure sen-
sor 36, which can be ported to the interior flow passage
64 and/or to the annulus 30 external to the completion
string 12. Multiple pressure sensors 36 may be provided
in the hydraulic control device 34 to separately sense
pressures internal to, or external to, the completion string
12.
[0040] Referring additionally now to FIG. 6, another
example of how the flow control device 32 may be con-
nected to the hydraulic control device 34 is representa-
tively illustrated. In this example, the hydraulic control
device 34 includes electronics 72 (such as, one or more
processors, memory, batteries, etc.) responsive to sig-
nals transmitted from a remote location (for example, a
control station at the earth’s surface, a sea floor installa-
tion, a floating rig, etc.) via the lines 50 to direct hydraulic
pressure (via a hydraulic manifold, not shown) to an ac-
tuator 74 of the flow control device 32.
[0041] The FIG. 6 flow control device 32 includes a
sleeve 76 which is displaced by the actuator 74 relative
to an opening 78 in an outer housing 80, in order to var-
iably restrict flow through the opening. Preferably, the
flow control device 32 also includes a position indicator
82, so that the electronics 72 can verify whether the
sleeve 76 is properly positioned to obtain a desired flow
restriction. The pressure sensor (s) 36 may be used to
verify that a desired pressure differential is achieved
across the flow control device 32.
[0042] Referring additionally now to FIG. 7, a manner
in which a wet connection 84 can be made between the
lines 48 on the production string 38 and the lines 50 on
the completion string 12 is representatively illustrated. In
this example, the wet connection 84 is made above the
uppermost packer 26, but in other examples the wet con-

nection could be made within the packer, below the pack-
er, or in another location.
[0043] As depicted in FIG. 7, a wet connector 86 on
the production string 38 is axially engaged with a wet
connector 88 on the completion string 12 when the seals
40 are stabbed into the seal bore 42. Although only one
set is visible in FIG. 7, the wet connection 84 preferably
includes connectors 86, 88 for each of electrical, hydrau-
lic and optical connections between the lines 48, 50.
[0044] However, it is not necessary for all of the elec-
trical, hydraulic and optical wet connections to be made
by axial engagement of connectors 86, 88. For example,
radially oriented hydraulic connections can be made by
use of longitudinally spaced apart seals and ports on the
production string 38 and completion string 12. As another
example, an electrical wet connection could be made with
an inductive coupling. Thus, the scope of this disclosure
is not limited to use of any particular type of wet connec-
tors.
[0045] Referring additionally now to FIG. 8, a manner
in which the lines 48 may be extended through the ex-
pansion joint 44 in the system 10 is representatively il-
lustrated. In this view, it may be seen that the lines 48
(preferably including electrical, hydraulic and optical
lines) are coiled between an inner mandrel 90 and an
outer housing 92 of the expansion joint 44.
[0046] However, note that use of the expansion joint
44 is not necessary in the system 10. For example, a
spacing between the uppermost packer 26 and a tubing
hanger seat in the wellhead (not shown) could be accu-
rately measured, and the production string 38 could be
configured correspondingly, in which case the packer 46
may not be used on the production string.
[0047] Although the flow control device 32 in the above
examples is described as being a remotely hydraulically
actuated variable choke, any type of flow control device
which provides a variable resistance to flow may be used,
in keeping with the scope of this disclosure. For example,
a remotely actuated inflow control device may be used.
An inflow control device may be actuated using the hy-
draulic control device 34 described above, or relatively
straightforward hydraulic control lines may be used to
actuate an inflow control device.
[0048] Alternatively, an autonomous inflow control de-
vice (one which varies a resistance to flow without com-
mands or actuation signals transmitted from a remote
location), such as those described in US Publication Nos.
2011/0042091, 2011/0297385, 2012/0048563 and oth-
ers, may be used.
[0049] Use of an inflow control device (autonomous or
remotely actuated) may be preferable for injection oper-
ations, for example, if precise regulation of flow resist-
ance is not required. However, it should be appreciated
that the scope of this disclosure is not limited to use of
any particular type of flow control device, or use of a
particular type of flow control device in a particular type
of operation.
[0050] Alternatively, a remotely operable sliding sleeve
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valve which opens on command from the surface could
be utilized. An opening signal could be conveyed by elec-
tric control line, or the signal could be sent from the sur-
face down the tubing, e.g., via HALSONICS(TM) pres-
sure pulse telemetry, an ATS(TM) acoustic telemetry
system, DYNALINK(TM) mud pulse telemetry system,
an electromagnetic telemetry system, etc. The sliding
sleeve valve could have a battery, a sensor, a computer
(or at least a processor and memory), and an actuation
system to open on command.
[0051] Instead of, or in addition to, the pressure sen-
sors 36, separate pressure and/or temperature sensors
may be conveyed into the completion string 12 during
the method described above, in which characteristics and
flow paths of the fluid 52 flowing between the completion
string and the individual zones 28 are determined. For
example, a wireline or coiled tubing conveyed perforated
dip tube could be conveyed into the completion string
during or prior to performance of the method.
[0052] It may now be fully appreciated that the above
disclosure provides significant advancements to the art
of constructing and operating well completion systems.
In examples described above, enhanced well diagnostics
are made possible by use of a selectively variable flow
control device 32 integrated with an optical sensor (e.g.,
an optical waveguide as part of the lines 50) external to
the completion string 12, and pressure sensors 36 ported
to an interior and/or exterior of the completion string.
[0053] A system 10 for use with a subterranean well
having multiple earth formation zones 28 is provided to
the art by the above disclosure. In one example, the sys-
tem 10 can include: multiple well screens 24 which filter
fluid 52 flowing between a completion string 12 in the
well and respective ones of the multiple zones 28; at least
one optical waveguide 50 which senses at least one prop-
erty of the fluid 52 as it flows between the completion
string 12 and at least one of the zones 28; multiple flow
control devices 32 which variably restrict flow of the fluid
52 through respective ones of the multiple well screens
24; and multiple pressure sensors 36 which sense pres-
sure of the fluid 52 which flows through respective ones
of the multiple well screens 24.
[0054] The multiple well screens 24, the optical
waveguide 50, the multiple flow control devices 32, and
the multiple pressure sensors 36 can be installed in the
well in a single trip into the well.
[0055] The system 10 can also include multiple hydrau-
lic control devices 34 which control application of hydrau-
lic actuation pressure to respective ones of the multiple
flow control devices 32.
[0056] A single one of the hydraulic control devices 34
may control application of hydraulic actuation pressure
to multiple ones of the flow control devices 32.
[0057] The pressure sensors 36 may sense pressure
of the fluid 52 external and/or internal to the completion
string 12.
[0058] The flow control devices 32 may comprise re-
motely hydraulically actuated variable chokes. The flow

control devices 32 may comprise autonomous variable
flow restrictors.
[0059] The flow control devices 32, in some examples,
receive the fluid 52 from the respective ones of the mul-
tiple well screens 24.
[0060] The system 10 may include a combined hydrau-
lic, electrical and optical wet connection 84.
[0061] The system 10 may include an expansion joint
44 with hydraulic, electrical and optical lines 48 traversing
the expansion joint 44.
[0062] The optical waveguide 50 can be positioned ex-
ternal to the well screens 24. The optical waveguide 50
can be positioned between the well screens 24 and the
zones 28.
[0063] Also described above is a completion string 12
for use in a subterranean well. In one example, the com-
pletion string 12 can include at least one well screen 24;
at least one first flow control device 54; and at least one
second flow control device 32, the second flow control
device 32 being remotely operable. The first flow control
device 54 selectively prevents and permits substantially
unrestricted flow through the well screen 24. The second
flow control device 32 variably restricts flow through the
well screen 24.
[0064] The completion string 12 can include a hydraulic
control device 34 which controls application of hydraulic
actuation pressure to the second flow control device 32.
[0065] The second flow control device 32 may com-
prise multiple second flow control devices 32, and the
hydraulic control device 34 may control application of hy-
draulic actuation pressure to the multiple second flow
control devices 32.
[0066] The completion string 12 can include at least
one optical waveguide 50 which is operative to sense at
least one property of a fluid 52 which flows through the
well screen 24.
[0067] A method of operating a completion string 12 in
a subterranean well is also described above. In one ex-
ample, the method can comprise: closing all of multiple
flow control devices 32 connected in the completion
string 12, the completion string 12 including multiple well
screens 24 which filter fluid 52 flowing between the com-
pletion string 12 and respective ones of multiple earth
formation zones 28, at least one optical waveguide 50
which senses at least one property of the fluid 52 as it
flows between the completion string 12 and at least one
of the zones 28, the multiple flow control devices 32 which
variably restrict flow of the fluid 52 through respective
ones of the multiple well screens 24, and multiple pres-
sure sensors 36 which sense pressure of the fluid 52
which flows through respective ones of the multiple well
screens 24; at least partially opening a first selected one
of the flow control devices 32; and measuring a first
change in the property sensed by the optical waveguide
50 and a first change in the pressure of the fluid 52 as a
result of the opening of the first selected one of the flow
control devices 32.
[0068] The method can also include: closing all of the
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multiple flow control devices 32 after the step of at least
partially opening the first selected one of the flow control
devices 32; at least partially opening a second selected
one of the flow control devices 32; and measuring a sec-
ond change in the property sensed by the optical
waveguide 50 and a second change in the pressure of
the fluid 52 as a result of the opening of the second se-
lected one of the flow control devices 32.
[0069] The method can include installing the multiple
well screens 24, the optical waveguide 50, the multiple
flow control devices 32, and the multiple pressure sen-
sors 36 in the well in a single trip into the well.
[0070] The method can include closing all of the flow
control devices 32, thereby preventing inadvertent flow
of the fluid 52 into the completion string 12. This step can
be useful in a well control situation.
[0071] The method can include closing all of the flow
control devices 32, thereby preventing inadvertent flow
of the fluid 52 out of the completion string 12. This step
can be useful in preventing loss of the fluid 52 to the
surrounding zones 28.

Claims

1. A completion string (12) for use in a subterranean
well (14), the completion string (12) comprising:

at least one well screen (24);
a first flow control device (54); and
at least one second flow control device (32) that
is separately actuatable from the first flow con-
trol device (54), the second flow control device
(32) being remotely operable,
wherein the first flow control device (54) selec-
tively prevents and permits substantially unre-
stricted flow between all of the well screens (24)
and an interior of the completion string (12) at
the same time, and the at least one second flow
control device (32) variably restricts flow be-
tween one or more of the well screens (24) and
the interior of the completion string (12).

2. The completion string as claimed in claim 1, further
comprising a hydraulic control device (34) which con-
trols application of hydraulic actuation pressure to
the at least one second flow control device (32).

3. The completion string as claimed in claim 2, wherein
the at least one second flow control device (32) com-
prises multiple second flow control devices (32), and
wherein the hydraulic control device (34) controls
application of hydraulic actuation pressure to the
multiple second flow control devices (32).

4. The completion string as claimed in claim 1, further
comprising at least one optical waveguide (50) which
is operative to sense at least one property of a fluid

(52) which flows through the well screen (24).

5. The completion string as claimed in claim 4, wherein
the optical waveguide (50) is positioned external to
the well screen (24).

6. The completion string as claimed in claim 4, wherein
the optical waveguide (50) is positioned between the
well screen (24) and an earth formation (28).

7. The completion string as claimed in claim 1, wherein
the second flow control device (32) comprises a hy-
draulically actuated variable choke.

8. The completion string as claimed in claim 1, further
comprising a pressure sensor (36) which senses
pressure external to the completion string (12).

9. The completion string as claimed in claim 1, further
comprising a pressure sensor (36) which senses
pressure internal to the completion string (12).

Patentansprüche

1. Komplettierungsstrang (12) zur Verwendung in ei-
nem unterirdischen Bohrloch (14), wobei der Kom-
plettierungsstrang (12) Folgendes umfasst:

zumindest ein Bohrlochsieb (24);
eine erste Flusssteuervorrichtung (54); und
zumindest eine zweite Flusssteuervorrichtung
(32), die separat von der ersten Flusssteuervor-
richtung (54) betätigbar ist, wobei die zweite
Flusssteuervorrichtung (32) fernbedienbar ist,
wobei die erste Flusssteuervorrichtung (54) im
Wesentlichen uneingeschränkten Fluss zwi-
schen allen der Bohrlochsiebe (24) und einem
Inneren des Komplettierungsstrangs (12) zur
gleichen Zeit selektiv verhindert und zulässt,
und die zumindest eine zweite Flusssteuervor-
richtung (32) Fluss zwischen einem oder meh-
reren der Bohrlochsiebe (24) und dem Inneren
des Komplettierungsstrangs (12) variabel ein-
schränkt.

2. Komplettierungsstrang nach Anspruch 1, ferner um-
fassend eine hydraulische Steuervorrichtung (34),
die Anwendung von hydraulischem Betätigungs-
druck auf die zumindest eine zweite Flusssteuervor-
richtung (32) steuert.

3. Komplettierungsstrang nach Anspruch 2, wobei die
zumindest eine zweite Flusssteuervorrichtung (32)
mehrere zweite Flusssteuervorrichtungen (32) um-
fasst und wobei die hydraulische Steuervorrichtung
(34) Anwendung von hydraulischem Betätigungs-
druck auf die mehreren zweiten Flusssteuervorrich-
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tungen (32) steuert.

4. Komplettierungsstrang nach Anspruch 1, ferner um-
fassend zumindest einen optischen Wellenleiter
(50), der bedienbar ist, um zumindest eine Eigen-
schaft eines Fluids (52) zu erfassen, das durch das
Bohrlochsieb (24) strömt.

5. Komplettierungsstrang nach Anspruch 4, wobei der
optische Wellenleiter (50) außerhalb des Bohrloch-
siebs (24) positioniert ist.

6. Komplettierungsstrang nach Anspruch 4, wobei der
optische Wellenleiter (50) zwischen dem Bohrloch-
sieb (24) und einer Erdformation (28) positioniert ist.

7. Komplettierungsstrang nach Anspruch 1, wobei die
zweite Flusssteuervorrichtung (32) eine hydraulisch
betätigte variable Drossel umfasst.

8. Komplettierungsstrang nach Anspruch 1, ferner um-
fassend einen Drucksensor (36), der Druck außer-
halb des Komplettierungsstrangs (12) erfasst.

9. Komplettierungsstrang nach Anspruch 1, ferner um-
fassend einen Drucksensor (36), der Druck inner-
halb des Komplettierungsstrangs (12) erfasst.

Revendications

1. Colonne de complétion (12) destinée à être utilisée
dans un puits souterrain (14), la colonne de complé-
tion (12) comprenant :

au moins un filtre de puits (24) ;
un premier dispositif de commande d’écoule-
ment (54) ; et
au moins un second dispositif de commande
d’écoulement (32) qui est actionnable séparé-
ment du premier dispositif de commande
d’écoulement (54), le second dispositif de com-
mande d’écoulement (32) pouvant fonctionner
à distance,
dans laquelle le premier dispositif de commande
d’écoulement (54) empêche sélectivement et
permet un écoulement sensiblement non res-
treint entre l’ensemble des filtres de puits (24)
et un intérieur de la colonne de complétion (12)
en même temps, et l’au moins un second dis-
positif de commande d’écoulement (32) res-
treint de manière variable l’écoulement entre un
ou plusieurs des filtres de puits (24) et l’intérieur
de la colonne de complétion (12).

2. Colonne de complétion selon la revendication 1,
comprenant en outre un dispositif de commande hy-
draulique (34) qui commande l’application d’une

pression d’actionnement hydraulique à l’au moins
un second dispositif de commande d’écoulement
(32).

3. Colonne de complétion selon la revendication 2,
dans laquelle l’au moins un second dispositif de com-
mande d’écoulement (32) comprend plusieurs se-
conds dispositifs de commande d’écoulement (32),
et dans laquelle le dispositif de commande hydrau-
lique (34) commande l’application d’une pression
d’actionnement hydraulique à la pluralité de seconds
dispositif de commande d’écoulement (32).

4. Colonne de complétion selon la revendication 1,
comprenant en outre au moins un guide d’onde op-
tique (50) qui fonctionne de manière à détecter au
moins une propriété d’un fluide (52) qui s’écoule à
travers le filtre de puits (24).

5. Colonne de complétion selon la revendication 4,
dans laquelle le guide d’onde optique (50) est posi-
tionné à l’extérieur du filtre de puits (24).

6. Colonne de complétion selon la revendication 4,
dans laquelle le guide d’onde optique (50) est posi-
tionné entre le filtre de puits (24) et une formation
terrestre (28).

7. Colonne de complétion selon la revendication 1,
dans laquelle le second dispositif de commande
d’écoulement (32) comprend un étranglement varia-
ble actionné hydrauliquement.

8. Colonne de complétion selon la revendication 1,
comprenant en outre un capteur de pression (36) qui
détecte la pression à l’extérieur de la colonne de
complétion (12).

9. Colonne de complétion selon la revendication 1,
comprenant en outre un capteur de pression (36) qui
détecte la pression à l’intérieur de la colonne de com-
plétion (12).
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